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Scrum Day London 2018 Conference

Scrum Day London is a powerful one day conference that features main-stage inspirational
keynote speakers from around the world and a unique opportunity where individuals and
organizations gather together to share their stories and network as a community. Register Now

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 18 January 2018 -- Scrum Day London, widely known as the number one event for
the Agile community in London, has launched a new website. The new website has been designed to offer the
ultimate user-friendly experience with improved navigation and functionality while allowing users to explore
its new features and register to attend the next event.

London, the home of Scrum Day London, is one of the most exciting and vibrant cities in the world and a
financial capital at the centre of the World Financial market. London is also home to a vast number of
companies using Agile practices and the Scrum process. This event provides a unique opportunity where
individuals and organizations gather together to share their stories and network as a community. Scrum is all
about people. Our speakers have volunteered to share their story to help others achieve success with their
Scrum & Agile journey.

According to Daniel Monney of Akaditi Limited “Scrum Day London is a positive, open platform that seeks to
engage new people and people we already know, who are looking to create better ways of working and solving
complex problems for themselves and others.”

The theme for the next event is “Maximise your scrum; Take your people and your organization to the next
level”. This great event is scheduled for 11th May 2018, Venue: Prospero House, 241 Borough High Street,
London, SE1 1GA.

The Product Owner of Scrum.org Dave West said, “Courage is an increasingly important value in delivering
product; courage, however, is more than just learning what it means and telling your teams to be courageous."

Scrum requires a paradigm shift in how things get done, not by push but by pull. Now that’s simple but
certainly not easy; that is why you need to be present at next Scrum Day London to take your organization and
people to the next level.

Register Now https://scrumdaylondon.com
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Contact Information
Daniel Monney
AKADITI LIMITED
http://https://scrumdaylondon.com
+44 7731328258

Daniel Monney
AKADITI LIMITED
http://akaditi.com
+44 7731328258

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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